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NOO fleet loses 1.7 Mteu to liner operators in 20 months
The cellular fleet of Non-Operating Owners (NOOs) has seen just under 500 vessels for a total of 1.7 million teu sold to liner operators (end users) in the last
twenty months. Never has the NOO fleet shrunk so rapidly in such a short time
frame. This loss is reduced to 1.6 million teu, when taking into account the few
vessels that were sold by end users to NOOs during this period.
This massive fleet exodus finds its root cause in the post-COVID cargo demand
bonanza. The huge overnight need for container tonnage caused charter rates
to skyrocket to levels unseen in the history of container shipping.
Buying, rather than chartering, ships quickly became financially more relevant
for liner operators, especially in the early days when second-hand assets were
cheap. For NOOs, selling tonnage also turned out to be an increasingly appealing option, with the strong demand from buyers causing asset prices to reach
historic highs.
The NOO fleet haemorrhage started in August 2020, when various carriers,
among which MSC, started tapping into the tonnage providers' fleets. From August to December 2020, a total of 79 NOO vessels for a capacity of 341,700
teu were sold to end users. This figure climbed to 673,200 teu for 183 vessels
in the first half of 2021. The second half was equally busy, with an additional
162 NOO vessels for about 500,000 teu sold to carriers.
The year 2021 alone saw close to 1.2 million teu of NOO fleet capacity joining
end users. The haemorrhage continues in 2022, with another 62 vessels for
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about 200,000 teu sold between January and mid-March. The war in
Ukraine and the geopolitical and economic uncertainties it creates
have however dampened the enthusiasm of end users for NOO tonnage, but this could be temporary. Illustrating this, Alphaliner understands that MSC has just concluded three further acquisitions and
other buyers keep looking for tonnage.

·

-

·

-

Ranking second was CMA CGM, with 62 vessels purchased for
207,000 teu, followed by Maersk with 27 vessels for 141,600 teu
and Wan Hai Lines with 23 ships for 139,700 teu. Sea Consortium
and Hapag-Lloyd were also relatively busy, adding 14 and 13 ships
respectively to their fleets. Sinokor, T.S. Lines, RCL and GFS also
counted among the active buyers.

·

·

-

·

The NOO vessels sold to liner operators in the August 2020-March
2022 period had capacities ranging from 700 to 9,000 teu. MSC
was, by far, the main buyer, with 169 container vessels for 636,900
teu acquired second-hand. This is a staggering number, matching the
size of a carrier like Yang Ming, currently the world’s 9th largest operator, based on Alphaliner data.

-

The number of newbuildings ordered by NOOs in the 1,000-9,000
teu size segments between August 2020 and March 2022, following
a dearth of orders previously, falls short of the capacities lost to end
users.
·

-

According to Alphaliner a total of 175 vessels for 710,321 teu were
ordered by NOOs over the last twenty months. Just over half of this,
376.000 teu, has already been fixed on long-term employment and
will therefore not hit the charter market any time soon. This leaves
the balance, only about 334,000 teu of charter-free tonnage, expected to be available for employment upon delivery (unless fixed in
the meantime). Most of the charter-free tonnage concerns smaller
ships of 1,000 to 3,000 teu, although a few units of 5,000-7,000 teu
are still believed unfixed.
The low newbuilding figures, versus the amount of tonnage 'lost' suggests that the NOO fleet needs a lot more ordering in the 1,0009,000 teu sizes and below, to ensure its renewal. However, a number
of factors including soaring newbuilding prices, increasingly faraway
deliveries in the future and uncertainties regarding environmental
regulations and fuel choices have contributed to keeping speculative
NOO orders at low levels. And the war in Ukraine and its consequences, as well as a perception that the cargo demand bonanza might
soon end, are not prompting NOOs to embark on any substantial
newbuilding programs.
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OOIL revenue doubles to USD 17 bn in 2021
Operating profit for Orient Overseas Container Line (OOCL) leapt to
USD 7.4 bn in 2021 after revenue doubled and the prevailing high
rates counterbalanced stable liftings and shipping capacity. The result represented a sevenfold increase on the previous year.
Total group revenue doubled from USD 8.1 bn to USD 16.8 bn despite only a marginal increase in OOCL’s loadable shipping capacity
(8.73 M teu). Liftings were also barely changed at 7.6 M teu versus
7.5 M teu in 2020. Regardless, the company said it had posted record levels for revenues, profit and liftings n the year.
Despite a general consensus that market conditions could change
later this year, OOCL said for now shipping conditions remained the
same: “At the time of writing, purely in terms of the container shipping market, the situation remains very similar to what we saw during 2021. Demand still appears to be resilient, and continuing congestion and disruption mean that there is considerable pressure on
available space and consequently high demand for our services.”
But it warned the second half of the year was harder to predict. “We
are mindful of other events that could impact performance in the
next few months. We refer not only to geo-political events, but also to
potential further recurrences of COVID-19 outbreaks, high inflation
and indeed to unexpected events that could arise during these uncertain times.”
OOCL now has 12 x 23,000 teu and 10 x 16,000 teu vessels under
construction, which it describes as a clear indication parent COSCO
intends to be a leading player in the ‘top echelons’ of the industry.
The 23,000 teu units will be delivered over 2023 and 2024, with the
smaller vessels coming onstream between Q4 2024 and Q4 2025.

ONE to invest USD 20 bn between now and 2030
Ocean Network Express (ONE) says it will invest USD 20 bn in its liner
business between now and 2030 to add approximately 150,000 teu
of newbuilding tonnage to its fleet each year. The growth strategy
marks a shift for the Japanese carrier, which has previously chartered large amounts of tonnage from founders MOL, NYK and K Line.
ONE now has 38 vessels of some 520,000 teu on order. The new
investment programme would be in addition to these ships, said the
company. The carrier will also be extending its charter programme.
Although ONE has been one of the few to put a number on its longterm investments, its planned fleet expansion is regarded as fairly
reasonable in light of market growth predictions and given the newbuildings will partly replace chartered-in tonnage.
Page 3
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HHLA net profits rise 164% but uncertainty ahead
Terminal group Hamburger Hafen und Logistik AG (HHLA) has reported a 164% increase in net profit for 2021 at EUR 112.3 M, after a
modest 2.5% increase in overall throughput for the year.
Volumes handled at the group’s three Hamburg container terminals
rose 2.2%, while throughput at its international terminals in Odessa,
Tallinn-Muuga and Trieste - which HHLA acquired in January 2021,
advanced by 5.3%.

The group warned that storage fees, which have generated good income for terminal operators in 2021, were likely to normalise over
the second half of this year, while its currently shuttered terminal in
Odessa would cease activity for the time being.
HHLA issued a cautious forecast of a ‘moderate increase’ in group
revenue for 2022 but a potential drop in operating profit (EBIT) to
EUR 175-210 M from 2021’s EUR 228 M.

Group business drives revenue
at Maersk Terminals & Towage
-

-

This was based on trends in the ‘currently foreseeable macroeconomic environment’. The lower EBIT would still be above 2019’s result of EUR 124 M however.

HHLA will invest between EUR 300-350 M in 2022, slightly higher
than the EUR 250-280 M earmarked for 2021, with around 90% of
this going to its ports logistics subgroup.
-

-

PSA increases net profit by 18% to SGD 1.38 bn
PSA International logged an 18% increase in net profit for 2021 after
a strong performance outside its flagship Singapore operation.
-

-

Net income for the global port operator reached SGD 1.38 bn for the
year versus SGD 1.16 bn in 2020, as revenue increased nearly 12%
to SGD 4.67 bn.
The latter was bolstered by both higher throughput but also extra
earnings from storage services.
Meanwhile, the bottom line was boosted by an 18% drop in finance
costs, though the group did not detail the reasons for the reduction.
As announced, the number of boxes handled by PSA rose 5.6% overall in 2022 to 91.5 M teu - a new record. But growth was much firmer
at PSA’s ‘overseas’ terminals where throughput rose 8.4%.
By contrast Singapore volumes rose just 1.6% to 37.2 M teu. This
was at least an improvement on the previous year, however, when
the number of boxes handled in Singapore dropped 0.9%. PSA
logged an decline in both operating and net income in 2020.
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MSC launches North Europe – ECNA ‘Boston Express’
MSC is preparing the start of a new North Europe–North America
‘Boston Express’ service to maintain the Antwerp–Boston connection
which was formerly part of the carrier’s WCSA-Centram-Europe
‘Ecuador to NWC’ loop

-

This reefer-oriented Ecuador to Europe service has recently been extended to the Baltic with direct calls at St Petersburg, Klaipeda and
Gdynia. This went at the expense of the North Europe – USEC leg of
this service, with calls at Boston and Philadelphia being withdrawn.
MSC will however reinstate the direct Antwerp – Boston connection
with a new loop, branded as ‘Boston Express’.
A first sailing from Antwerp is planned with the 3,430 teu MSC SINES
R in the second week of April, which is scheduled to arrive at Boston
on 17 April.
The new ‘Boston Express’ will turn in four weeks and the loop’s first
vessel will thus be joined by the 2,500 teu ships MSC EMDEN III,
MSC WESER and MSC SAMIRA III.
MSC has yet to reveal the full rotation of the ‘Boston Express’. A voyage duration of four weeks allows the Geneva-based carrier to include two or three more ports in Europe or North America.
The launch of a new North Europe – USEC service will further increase MSC Transatlantic capacity. The Swiss carrier already offered
additional North Europe to New York, Norfolk, Boston and Montreal
capacity by deploying extra sailers in recent months.
Some of these extra vessels will soon be deployed in the new ‘Scan
Baltic to USA’ service, which will serve New York, Philadelphia and
Norfolk.
This new loop will provide a direct link from the Baltic and Scandinavia to the USEC, without the need for containers to be transhipped in
the congested MSC NWC hub ports.

Change of plan at ZIM: Carrier launches two new loops
instead of one Med - Asia - Pacific pendulum
Instead of launching its previously announced ‘ZIM Med Pacific’ pendulum (‘ZMP’) the Israeli carrier ZIM has eventually opted to start two
distinct services instead.

-

-
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While the ‘ZMP’ will finally not materialize as planned, the two main
deep-sea legs of the pendulum will be covered by two individual
loops one the Asia - Med and Asia - WCNA corridors.
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In early April, ZIM will thus launch the Asia - East Med ‘ZIM Med Premium’ service (‘ZMP’) and the Far East - Vancouver ‘ZIM North
Pacific’ loop (‘ZNP’)
Latest online schedules show that the Asia - East Med ‘ZMP’ will turn
in nine weeks with nine ships. Seven 4,250 - 4,360 teu vessels and
the smaller 3,421 teu GSL ROSSI have already been nominated.
The ‘ZMP’ will call at Busan, Qingdao, Ningbo, Shanghai, Dachan Bay,
Haifa, Istanbul-Ambarli, Yarimca, Dachan Bay, Xiamen, Busan.

This rotation is almost identical to the proforma rotation of the intended pendulum loop, with the exception of calls at Cai Mep and
Yantian, which will finally not be served directly.
The first ‘ZMP’ sailing is planned with the 4,250 teu SPYROS V on 12
April from Busan.
-

Further to the ‘ZMP’, there will also be the new ‘ZNP’: This new Transpacific North West 'ZNP' loop will kick off on 4 April with a first departure of the 4,380 teu ZIM ASIA (currently still trading as ALS CERES)
from Kaohsiung.
Of note, Kaohsiung was not included in the original proforma schedule of the pendulum.
The ‘ZNP’ will turn in six weeks calling at Kaohsiung, Yantian, Ningbo,
Shanghai, Busan, Vancouver, Busan, Kaohsiung. Five 4,250 - 4,730
teu vessels have already been nominated for the service, which will
deploy a fleet of six ships.
ZIM will deploy fifteen classic panamax ships in the two new East
West loops, the same number that it would have needed for the pendulum.
It is recalled that ZIM will launch both these East - West services as
the carrier and the 2M partners Maersk and MSC will end a cooperation on these routes on 1 April.

PIL, IAL and RCL to launch China, Vietnam, the Straits
and Eastern India service
-

Pacific International Lines (PIL), Interasia Lines (IAL) and Regional
Container Lines (RCL) have announced the launch of a weekly service connecting Central China, Southern Vietnam, the Straits, and
Eastern India as of the second half of April.
PIL,IAL and RCL will market this new service under the respective
product names ‘CVI’, ‘CSI’ and ‘RFM2’.
The three carriers will deploy five ships of about 2,200 teu which are
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yet to be named to operate this upcoming Far East - Eastern India
loop. These vessels will turn in five weeks calling at Ningbo, Shanghai, Ho Chi Minh City (SPICT), Singapore, Chennai, Visakhapatnam,
Port Kelang (Westport), Ho Chi Minh City (SPICT), Ningbo.
A maiden voyage for the new ‘CVI / CSI’ is planned for 22 April from
Ningbo.
PIL currently serves the Eastern Coast of India via slots on Wan Hai's
and Bengal Tiger Line's (BTL) ‘Straits-Eastern India’ shuttle. Since
December 2021, the Singapore-based carrier also offers inducement
-based ad-hoc calls to Chennai on its Straits - Calcutta feeder, the
‘CAS’.
The new ‘CVI’ will expand PIL’s direct coverage of Eastern India to
Central China and Southern Vietnam.
Meanwhile, the ‘CSI’ will become Interasia Lines’ third weekly service
linking the Far East and Eastern India, adding to the carrier's two existing loops. The first of these is the ‘ICI3’, operated in conjunction
with Wan Hai, COSCO, OOCL and Ocean Network Express (ONE). The
second is the ‘CI5’, offered in partnership with Wan Hai, KMTC and
BTL.

Furthermore, the new service will provide IAL with a direct link between Ho Chi Minh City in Southern Vietnam and Visakhapatnam in
Eastern India.
The introduction of the ‘CVI / CSI’ in late-April will come less than a
month after Wan Hai launch its standalone ‘South China, Vietnam
and Eastern India’ service, the ‘CI7’, in the last week of March. Both
services will offer connections between Southern Vietnam, the Straits
and Eastern India.

Pan Ocean deploys own tonnage on South KoreaNorthern Vietnam route
-

South Korean carriers, Pan Ocean and Dong Young are set to start a
weekly ‘New Haiphong Express’ (NHX) service which connects South
Korea, Northern Vietnam and South China as of 30 March.
After being absent on the South Korea-Northern Vietnam route with
own tonnage for nine years, Pan Ocean will now again deploy its own
capacity to the service.
In 2013, the carrier seceded from STX Corp. as the South Korean
company has been in receivership.
Both South Korean carriers will deploy one vessel each, the 702 teu
POS TOKYO (Pan Ocean) and the 708 teu PEGASUS PACER (Dong
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Young) scheduled to operate the new ‘NHX’, which turns in two
weeks connecting Inchon, Busan, Kwangyang, Haiphong, Shekou,
Inchon.

-

Currently, Pan Ocean covers Northern Vietnam through slots on two
South Korea-Northern Vietnam services.
The first loop is the ‘KHX’, operated by Dong Young in partnership
with SM Line. The second is the ‘BIH’ service, operated jointly by Pan
Continental Shipping and Namsung Shipping, in which Dong Young
also co-loads.
The addition of the new ‘NHX’ will provide both Pan Ocean and Dong
Young with three direct sailings every week between Northern Vietnam and their home country.

PIL and Feedertech adjust Red Sea Gulf service
-

-

PIL and Feedertech (part of DP World) will remove Karachi from the
rotation of their joint ‘Red Sea Gulf service' (‘RGS’). The Pakistan port
will be dropped as of 16 April.
The joint ‘RGS’ of PIL and Feedertech links Western India, the United
Arab Emirates and the Red Sea.

The revised service will offer direct sailings between Mundra, Jebel
Ali, Djibouti, Jeddah and Berbera with a shortened turnaround time of
three weeks, one week less than today.
Feedertech will continue to operate the 1,732 teu HANSA ROTENBURG on the ‘RGS’, while PIL will keep the 1,802 teu KOTA NEKAD
and KOTA NILAM on the shortened loop.
The fourth ‘RGS’ vessel, the 1,802 teu KOTA NALURI of PIL, will be
redeployed elsewhere as of April.
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Name

Teu

Operator

EVER ARM

23,992

Evergreen

CMA CGM SYMI

15,264

CMA CGM

MSC WASHINGTON

14,280

MSC

EVER FAVOR

11,888

Evergreen

EVER FULL

11,888

Evergreen

WAN HAI 293

2,038

Wan Hai

EVER CONFORM

1,984

Evergreen

SITC JIADE

1,844

SITC

CONSIGNIA

1,091

TS Lines

YZJ delivers the MSC WASHINGTON (14,280 teu): First
LNG-powered container ship of MSC
China’s Yangzijiang Shipbuilding (YZJ) on 24 March delivered the
MSC WASHINGTON. The new 14,280 teu vessel is notable for several
reasons and it can claim a number of ‘firsts’.
The MSC WASHINGTON is the first ‘proper’ container vessel managed
by Greathorse Shipping, it is the first LNG-powered vessel to be operated by MSC, it is the first ’large’ container vessel to use Type-C LNG
tanks, and it is the first unit of the new compact 14,000 teu class
that is only 335 m long, but 51.00 m (20 rows) wide.
As reported earlier by Alphaliner, the ship also comes with an interesting construction history, since the completed vessel would have
been too high to pass underneath a number of River bridges and
leave YZJ’s main production sites on the Yangtze.
The MSC WASHINGTON and her upcoming sister MSC VIRGINIA were
funded through Tiger Group Investments, which ordered the two vessels in March 2020 for a reported USD 115 M per ship. The two units
will be managed by Greathorse Shipping, a Tiger Group company.

-

The new MSC twins are Greathorse’s first-ever container ships with
the exception of a series of containerized LNG carriers, which are
currently being used to carry ‘regular’ containers due to the ongoing
tonnage shortage.
With the phase-in of the new ship. MSC will start operating its firstever LNG-powered container vessel. The Swiss-Italian carrier was initially slow to adopt LNG for its newbuilt tonnage and opted for scrubbers instead. More recently, MSC has come around to LNG.
MSC’s orderbook of 77 vessels (ca. 1.2 Mteu) today includes 32
ships with LNG propulsion and close to 20 vessels described as prepared for retrofitting to gas propulsion.
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The new compact 14,000 teu
class of neo-panamax ships
-

The MSC WASHINGTON is the first neo-panamax LNG container ship
to a feature a spherical ‘Type C’ LNG tank, rather than prismatic
tanks.
She is equipped with a 12,300 cbm ‘Type C’ tank of a bi-lobe design.
So far (single lobe) ‘Type C’ gas tanks were only used for smaller vessels or ships with a shorter range, where tank size could be comparatively small.
For comparison, the MSC WASHINGTON’s ‘Type C’ tank is almost
twice as large as the 6,500 cbm membrane LNG tank on HapagLloyd’s converted 14,600 teu vessel BRUSSELS EXPRESS (ex SAJIR)
and two thirds the size of the 18,600 cbm membrane tanks aboard
the LNG-powered 23,112 teu megamaxes of CMA CGM.

-

Lastly, the new MSC WASHINGTON is the first example of a ‘chubby’
neo-panamax ship that is two bays shorter (ca. 335 m) than the common maxi-neo-panamax (ca. 365 m).
Design progress and a trend toward smaller main engines and bulkier hulls have increased vessel intakes so that these smaller ships
now carry as much cargo as the first 365 m units from the late
2000’s - about 14,000 teu. Compared to their ten-year-old counterparts, modern 365 m maxi-neo-panamax ships now carry in excess of
16,000 teu.
MSC has yet to advertise schedules for its latest vessel. While delivery from YZJ to Greathorse took place on 24 March, the ship may yet
have to join its charter with MSC.
For the time being, the MSC WASHINGTON is still moored at Jiangsu
Yangzi-Mitsui Shipbuilding in the port of Taicang.

GWS to deliver the WAN HAI 293 (2,038 teu)
Guangzhou Wenchong Shipyard (GWS) is to deliver the WAN HAI 293
this week. The 2,038 teu vessel was formally named at the outfitting
pier of the yard group’s Guangzhou-Huangpu facility last week and it
will be handed over on 31 March.
The WAN HAI 293 is the tenth ship in Wan Hai Lines’ series of twelve
SDARI-designed 2,038 teu sisters that GWS is to deliver to the Taiwanese carrier from late 2020 to late 2022.
The ships are 175.00 m long, 28.60 m (eleven rows) wide and they
are powered by a WinGD 6X62-B engine that delivers 16,200 kW and
drives the ships at speeds of up to 20.5 knots.
Wan Hai uses its 2,038 teu sisters exclusively within Asia, with deployments so far limited to the Range from Japan and China to the
Straits.
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Imabari to deliver the EVER CONFORM (1,984 teu)
Japanese non-operating owner Shoei Kisen will take delivery this
week of the 1,984 teu container ship EVER CONFORM. Built by Imabari Group’s Hashihama shipyard, the vessel is the 15th unit in a series of Bangkokmax ships that are all earmarked for long-term charters to Evergreen Marine.
For Evergreen, these ships are all part of its ‘C-class’, which lumps
together numerous modern Bangkokmax ships, nor only from Imabari, but also from Hyundai Mipo Dockyard and Guangzhou Wenchong
Shipyard.
The new EVER CONFORM is 171.90 m long and 28.40 m (eleven
rows) wide. Like all her sisters, the ship is gearless.
Imabari’s ships of this type are powered by an MAN B&W - 6 S60MEC10.5 main engine that it rated at 11,720 kw and drives the vessels
at commercial speeds of 19.5 knots.
Evergreen’s new EVER CONFORM will join the carrier’s standalone
service ‘CIT’. This loop connects the Chinese main ports of Shanghai,
Ningbo, Xiamen, and Shekou with Tanjung Perak, Semarang and Jakarta In Indonesia and it also calls at Tanjung Pelepas, Ho Chi Minh
City, Da Nang, Hong Kong and Kaohsiung on the way.
While the service name ‘CIT’ originally stood for ‘China - Indonesia Thailand’, the loop dropped the Thai port of Laem Chabang in 2019,
but nevertheless continued under its established name.

WHL returns to Samsung for five more 13,100 teu ships
Wan Hai Lines has returned to Korean builder Samsung Heavy Industries to place orders for another five compact neo-panamax (NPX)
ships of 13,100 teu.
The Taiwanese carrier therewith increased its pipeline for vessels in
this class from 13 to 18 units. Samsung will now build 13 of the
ships, with another five to be delivered by Hyundai Heavy Industries.
In a disclosure to the Taiwan Stock Exchange, the carrier did not
state the ships’ exact price, but said that it would pay between USD
131.80 M and USD 140.00 M per vessel. Samsung Heavy Industries
meanwhile reported a total contract value of KRW 803,000 M to the
Korean Stock Exchange, which works out to the equivalent of USD
131.80 M per ship.
This price range suggests conventionally powered ships with scrubbers. Typically, modern designs of this class would come with some
built-in flexibility to convert the ships to alternative fuels if required.
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A year ago, in March of 2021, Wan Hai Lines initially ordered five
13,100 teu ships from Samsung at a price of USD 112.4 M per unit.
In May of 2021, the shipping line then negotiated a deal with the non
-operating owner Capital Ship Management Corporation to take over
four similar Samsung newbuilding orders at a price of USD 111.4 M
per vessel. Capital had initially ordered the ships in early 2021 for
USD 103 M.
Further to the Capital resale, Wan Hai in March 2021 placed another
orders for five ships of this class, this time at Hyundai Heavy Industries, for USD 112.4 M.
The higher price that Wan Hai will pay for the most recent ships is not
an indication of revised specs or a different propulsion system, but
purely a sign of a red-hot container ship market with inflated newbuilding prices. The price also reflects fairly early delivery slots in
2024. All this comes on top of numerous orders for 3,000 teu
‘regional’ tonnage and second-hand acquisitions.
Wan Hai’s order book now stands at 45 ships and 315,000 teu. Capacity-wise, the carrier’s vessel order book to fleet ratio has now
reached an ambitious 76.2%, second only to ZIM’s 80.8%.

Globally, Wan Hai Lines is the eleventh largest container line with a
fleet capacity of 413,000 teu. Based on their current order books
and fleets, Wan Hai and ZIM could well move up in the ranks and
bump Yang Ming out of the liner top-ten.

NSB proposes ultra-compact 2,500 teu LNG ‘feeder’
NSB Group of Germany last week presented a design proposal for an
ultra-compact LNG/MDO-dual fueled 2,500 teu container vessel.

While NSB refers to the vessel as a ‘feeder’, the proposed ship would
nevertheless have an endurance of 6,700 nm on a single tank load
of LNG, making it suitable for longer-haul routes as well.
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In terms of dimensions, the proposed ship would be comparable to
the new breed of 13-row wide maxi-Bangkokmaxes (M-BKX), but
somewhat longer at 186.00 m versus 172.00 m.
Over the course of 2021, Maersk Group had received the first-ever
vessels of this new M-BKX class from Zhoushan Changhong International Shipyard (ZCIS - 3 ships), CSSC Jiangnan Shipyard
(5 ships), and Imabari Group (5 ships). Further to these, China’s
Ruiyang Shipping (also known as ‘Starocean Marine’ or ‘Goto Shipping’) later ordered eight more such M-BKX units at ZCIS.

Contrary to the aforementioned ships, NSB proposes a layout with a
forward bridge and deckhouse superstructure, comparable to many
roro vessels of similar size. This would allow the ship to carry seven
tiers of deck containers on all bays.
NSB’s ‘Eco Feeder 2500’ would have a service speed of 18.5 knots,
a scantling draft of 11.40 m and a design draft of 10.10 m. The ship
would provide slots of 312 forty-foot reefer containers and it would
offer features such as engine waste heat recovery and battery systems for peak shaving.

COSCO orders two electric river vessels of 700 teu
COSCO Shipping on 18 March placed orders for two fully electric 700
teu container vessels to operate in the Yangtze River. The vessels as
such will be out-of-scope for Alphaliner, since they are not designed
to sail on the open seas and should thus be counted as selfpropelled barges, rather than actual ships.
-

Nevertheless, the move is noteworthy and it illustrates that COSCO
Group is willing to put alternative vessel propulsion options to the
test.
The ships will be built by COSCO Shipping Heavy Industry Yangzhou.
They will be owned by COSCO Shipping Development and operated by
Shanghai Pan Asia Shipping. COSCO that that the introduction of the
new vessels would be a key step to promote the ‘zero-carbon’ transformation of shipping on the Yangtze River.
Page 13
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Le Havre and Fos-sur-Mer: DP World and Terminal Link
restructure French ports joint venture
DP World of Dubai and Terminal Link have agreed to restructure their
current joint venture that operates container terminals in the French
ports of Le Havre and Marseille-Fos.
The ownership changes will see DP World exit the Channel port Le
Havre to focus on the Mediterranean gateway of Fos. The group’s
ownership stake at Le Havre will be acquired by Icon Infrastructure, a
London-based investment fund.

-

It is recalled that DP World’s partner Terminal Link is itself a joint
venture of the French Line CMA CGM (51%) and China Merchants
Group (49%).
Under the new deal, DPW and Terminal Link will restructure their 5050 joint venture Portsynergy, which acts as a holding for the terminal
operators Générale de Manutention Portuaire (GMP) at Le Havre and
Eurofos at Fos.
-

-

Terminal Link will acquire a controlling majority in GMP of Le Havre
while DP World will sell a 49.8% stake in the company to Icon Infra-
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structure. CMA CMA and China Merchants will jointly hold 50.2% of
the shares through Terminal Link.
According to DPW, the Le Havre transaction is based on an enterprise value of EUR 700 M, which means that Icon will pay EUR 348.6
M (USD 382.80 M) for the shares.
While the companies involved have all agreed upon the terms of the
planned asset restructuring, execution of the transactions remains
subject to the ‘satisfaction of certain conditions’ and to regulatory
and antitrust approval.
For Le Havre, where MSC-TIL has recently bought Group Perrigault
out of a container terminal joint venture, the move will mark a further
consolidation into a port that is dominated by two carriers, MSC and
CMA CGM, and their respective sister companies (TIL) and jointventures (Terminal Link).
The completion of two new berths at Le Havre, which are to be operated under a new concession to GMP and thus Terminal Link, could
potentially lead to an agreement between TIL and GMP to relocate
some of their activities, swap berths, and consolidate their operations at Le Havre into two neighboring terminals.
At Fos meanwhile, the restructuring will allow DP World to consolidate Eurofos under IFRS 10 accounting rules, whilst maintaining a
50:50 ownership structure.
Eurofos will continue to operate its terminal at Fos under the current
long-term concession. In the industry, the facility is known under various brand names and it is being referred to inconsistently as Terminal de Mediterranée, Eurofos Terminal, or Portsynergy Terminal.

ZPMC delivers two jumbo STS to Norfolk Virginia
ZPMC on 25 March delivered two brand new jumbo container cranes
from China to the Port of Norfolk, Virginia.

The new quay gantries were shipped to the USA from Shanghai
aboard the heavy-load transporter ZHEN HUA 24 and they will be installed at the Norfolk International Terminal (NIT).
NIT is formally a single terminal, but it could be seen as two more or
less distinct sub-units: NIT North and NIT South. These were historically separated by conventional cargo docks, which have since been
converted into an intermodal container rail facility.
While NIT North continues to operate as a ‘conventional’ container
terminal with six ship-to-shore gantries on a 720 m pier, the southern
terminal module has been gradually converted into an automated
facility with now twelve quay cranes on a 1,300 m pier.
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As part of the upgrade, NIT South also received additional cranes to
serve large mainline container vessels. Before this week’s shipment,
two new jumbo cranes had already been delivered to NIT in late
2020.

- -

Following the completion of NIT’s upgrade, the Port of Norfolk, Virginia, will have two large modern container terminals, which both feature a high degree of automation:
Virginia International Gateway (VIG) has a 1,170 m pier with twelve
jumbo cranes. Norfolk International Terminal (NIT) has a 2,020 m
pier with 18 cranes, including large and mid-sized units.
A third facility, the Norfolk Marine Terminal (NMT), is used primarily
for multipurpose cargo ships, but also handles occasional container
calls.
The Port of Norfolk, located at the southern tip of Chesapeake Bay,
is one of the main US East Coast gateways. Last year, it handled a
volume of 3.52 Mteu.

MSC-TIL to invest EUR 1.0 bn in new Valencia Terminal
Puertos del Estado, a government agency tasked with developing
Spain’s ports, has concluded that the project to build a new container terminal at Valencia can move ahead.
The agency found that, despite some changes compared to initial
plans, the project could proceed without a revised environmental impact study.
The massive project, to be developed in cooperation with MSC and
TIL, thus appears set to proceed despite criticism from various sides:
Plans to build the new facility in the outer port of Valencia on land
reclaimed from the sea had faced opposition from environmental
groups. The project’s opponents feared that the new terminal would
interrupt sediment transport along the coast and thus lead to the
disappearance of beaches and wetlands in the region.
The project also faced headwinds from COSCO Group, the largest
terminal operator in the Port of Valencia, who protested against the
outcome of the concession tender which only had a single bidder:
TIL, a sister company of the port’s largest client MSC.
For COSCO, it is clear that COSCO Shipping Ports Iberian, formerly
Noatum Ports, would likely lose most of the calls of its main client.
Today, there are three container terminal operators active at Valencia: CSP runs the largest container terminals, with MSC as its main
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client. In addition, MSC-TIL also operates a smaller dedicated terminal which only handles ships from MSC and the carrier's partners.
APMT (TCV) meanwhile runs a common-user terminal with HapagLloyd, Arkas/EMES and Zim as primary users.
With the project now apparently ready to proceed under a publicprivate partnership, some more detail has become available:
Investments in the new facility are estimated at EUR 1,400 M, including EUR 400 M of investment from the public sector and EUR 1,000
M from the future terminal operator TIL.

-

It remains to be seen whether this month’s decision by Puertos del
Estado represented the final green light for the project, or whether
any of the opponents will manage to stall the proceedings. So far,
neither the Port of Valencia nor TIL have disclosed a final development schedule yet.

ANTAQ Brazil starts planning new Santos Box Terminal
Brazil’s national waterways and marine transport authority ANTAQ
(Agência Nacional de Transportes Aquaviários) has started the public
planning and stakeholder engagement process to develop a new
container terminal at the country’s largest port Santos.
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Promoted as the ‘STS10’ plan, the project aims to create a 46hectare container facility with a 1,200 m pier and a design capacity
of 1.90 Mteu annually.
A number of major industry players, including Maersk Group (APMT)
and MSC (TIL) are said to be interested in the concession to run the
terminal.
Since 2013, Maersk Group and MSC already jointly control Santos’
Brasil Terminal Portuario (BTP), a 50:50 joint-venture between TIL
and APMT. The terminal of BTP offers a 1,100 m pier with an estimated design capacity of 1.50 Mteu per year.
The planned new ‘STS10’ container terminal would be developed
under a 35-year concession and construction is expected to cost at
least BRL 2,200 M (USD 456 M).
It is to be built directly next to BTP with a number of smaller and older general cargo berths to disappear under the terminal’s footprint.
The fact that leading ocean carriers, or their respective terminal operating groups, are frontrunners for the new Santos concession has
raised concerns with operators that are not affiliated with a shipping
line. These companies claim that the carriers would use their position
to systematically funnel traffic away from terminals in which they are
not invested.
While this claim is disputed by the shipping lines, the government of
Brazil has acknowledged that market concentration and the increasing power of the carriers was a concern.
Reportedly, Maersk and MSC were therefore banned from jointly bidding for ‘STS10’ and instead have to compete for the concession.
According to ANTAQ, this guarantees that competition between container terminals at Santos would remain healthy.
-

The agency nevertheless said that it had already launched a mandatory public consultation process for the development of the new terminal and that stakeholders, particularly those whose businesses
would have to close down or relocate, will still have the opportunity to
voice concerns.
ANTAQ plans to complete the consultation process well before mid2022 and it plans to invite formal bids for the ‘STS10’ concession in
Q4.
Typically, the construction of a container terminal with the dimensions of the proposed facility at Santos will take three to four years.
The proposed ‘STS10’ is therefore not expected to come on stream
before the second half of the decade.
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